Cloud Connection

We’re connected. Are you?
Cloud connectivity is fast becoming a “must-have” service for modern business. This
gives you fast and stable connections to the big-players in this rapidly growing space,
including Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure.
Nexium’s Cloud Connection service can offer you:
•
•
•

Private and dedicated connectivity to the
platform of your choice
Improved application performance by
establishing a more direct and secure path than
via public Internet services
Flexibility with workloads – move your
environment to the Cloud service most suited
to your business needs

Product overview

Nexium’s Cloud Connection service allows you to connect to a
number of major Cloud providers including Amazon Web Services
and Microsoft Azure. While these services can be connected over
the Internet, a dedicated connection service such as ours generally
offers a higher level of performance, stability and security. This is
essential to maximize your “Cloud” experience, whether you use
hosted email, document, storage, backup or application systems.
So whether you are operating a hybrid environment or all of your
services in the Cloud, we can provide the optimum mix of speed,
reliability and scalability you need.

•

•

Key benefits

In choosing a Nexium Cloud Connection service, you are benefiting
from our significant investment in high-speed telecommunication
networks across Queensland. Our networks are built to the highest
industry standards. This makes it perfectly suited to delivering
enterprise-grade network services which can give you:
•
•
•

•
Microsoft Azure

Integration with your network services – we
manage our network directly so we will work
with you to find the right mix of connectivity
to suit your needs
More efficient bandwidth usage – Cloud
Connection services can reduce your Internet
traffic, especially for data-heavy enterprise
applications, potentially saving costs.

•

99.95% service availability within and between regional and metro
centres – delivering industry standards across Queensland
Commercial grade SLAs – including four hour turnaround of fault
resolution once on site
On call support – via Nexium’s Communications Network
Operations Centres based in Rockhampton and Townsville. You
will have access to on call support from a highly skilled team,
proactively monitoring the network and responding immediately to
any issues
High-speed performance – delivering services 100’s of times the
speed of ADSL
Service scalability – giving you the flexibility to change and adapt to
business demands, with the minimum amount of impact and cost.
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What does that mean for you?
Other providers

Quite simply, it means business “peace of mind”. As your solutions
partner, Nexium understands the demands you face as a regional
business, and is committed to helping you meet them head on.

About Nexium

Contact us: 1300 798 976
Email: enquiries@nexium.net.au

Web: www.nexium.net.au
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If you’re looking to connect across Queensland, Nexium Telecommunications, as part of the Energy Queensland group of companies, offers
you high capacity fibre optic connectivity where you need it, when you need it. Nexium utilises the reach of the Queensland transmission and
distribution state-wide electricity network infrastructure to deliver exceptional telecommunications services and performance.

